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Bottleneck of supervised chest X-ray classification

Yoo, S. H., Geng, H., Chiu, T. L., Yu, S. K., Cho, D. C., Heo, J., ... & Lee, H. (2020). Deep learning-based decision-tree classifier for COVID-19 diagnosis from 
chest X-ray imaging. Frontiers in medicine, 7, 427.

• Diverse and large number of labeled training data are needed
• Collecting such large dataset requires intensive human labor and time

Deep learning classifier for COVID-19 diagnosis



Learn medical visual representations from image-text pairs
There are two common approaches to exploit supervision from reports:
● Extract labels from reports via NLP rules

NLP rules

Johnson, A. E., Pollard, T. J., Berkowitz, S. J., Greenbaum, N. R., Lungren, M. P., Deng, C. Y., ... & Horng, S. (2019). MIMIC-CXR, a de-identified publicly 
available database of chest radiographs with free-text reports. Scientific data, 6(1), 1-8.

Extract labels from medical reports following NLP rules



Learn medical visual representations from image-text pairs
There are two common approaches to exploit supervision from reports:
● Extract labels from reports via NLP rules
● Image-text joint representation learning       

Zhang, Y., Jiang, H., Miura, Y., Manning, C. D., & Langlotz, C. P. (2020). Contrastive learning of medical visual representations from paired images and 
text. arXiv preprint arXiv:2010.00747.

Finetune for 
downstream tasks

Contrastive learning for image-text joint representation learning 



Learn medical visual representations from image-text pairs
● Image-text joint representation learning has achieved great success
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Learn medical visual representations from image-text pairs
● Image-text joint representation learning has achieved great success

● Existing methods utilize insufficient supervision from image-text pairs
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Our motivation: Multi-granularity correspondence

• Observation: image-text pairs naturally exhibit three-level semantic correspondences, 
i.e., pathological region-level, instance-level and disease-level. 



Our framework: Multi-granularity cross-modal alignment (MGCA)

● Exploit multi-granularity image-text alignment (Token-wise, instance-wise and 
prototype-wise alignment) for visual representation learning



Linear classification performance



Object detection and semantic segmentation performance



Ablation study

Li, J., Li, D., Xiong, C., & Hoi, S. (2022). Blip: Bootstrapping language-image pre-training for unified vision-language understanding and generation. arXiv
preprint arXiv:2201.12086.



Visualization results



Conclusion and Future work

● We propose a multi-granularity cross-modal alignment framework for learning 
better medical visual representation

● (Future work) One potential direction is to explore how to leverage multi-
granularity correspondence in a holistic manner

● (Future work) We might also extend our framework as the integration of 
discrimination-based and generation-based method



Thank you!


